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As expected, Verizon has already released the Samsung Trans-U490 music phone, which is available in black and electric red piano changes. The main selling point of the slider is the Bang &amp; Olufsen speaker with ICEpower. Additional features include 2.1 176x220 pixel screen, 1.3MP
camera, touchpad, Bluetooth, VCast music with rhapsody, multitasking capabilities, 3.5mm headset jack, 1GB of internal memory for music plus 16GB microSDHC card support. Unfortunately, data should use 1x since EVDO is not supported. Pricing $49.99 after a $50 reduction in a 2-year
contract or $199.99 after declining if you go for a 1-year contract.Source:Verizon Wireless (Trance in black, trance in red) subscribe to our newsletter! Lifewire uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. Using Lifewire, you accept our use of cookies. (Pocket-lint) – Windows
Phone's presence in the U.S. is receiving a huge bump from Samsung and Verizon. The most obvious leak yet is for Samsung Ativ SE, which was shared to the largest U.S. carrier Big Red over the weekend on EvLeaks' Twitter feed, a few weeks after it crossed the FCC desk to obtain
regulatory approval. A release date for Ativ SE has not been detailed, but is expected soon. The phone is said to carry a 1080p display, a snapdragon quad-core processor, and a Adreno 305 GPU. It also features Samsung's standard and design with side power button, volume rocker,
narrow bezel, and plastic body, press photos show. For more than a year, Samsung and Verizon have released a Windows Phone. Nokia originally had the entire Windows Phone market captured in the United States. Apart from Samsung Ativ Odyssey released to Verizon in January 2013,
the only other Windows Phone launched on the carrier last year was the Nokia 928 ایمول  in May.Samsung has so far put a lot of faith in the Windows Phone platform, releasing only a few phones, including the Ativ S I8750 - which was roughly the Windows version of the Android-based
Galaxy S III. Verizon is the largest carrier in the U.S., and a Windows Phone in its stores could have huge benefits for Microsoft's mobile stock market. We will be watching closely for the official release date and pricing. Writing by Jake Smith. Our editors independently research, test, and
recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our selected links. As one of the two largest wireless communications service providers in the United States, Verizon is choosing millions of customers
(both new and existing) nationwide. That said, nationwide cell coverage is just one of Verizon's advantages. Big Red also offers its customers a huge selection of smartphones to choose from, across all price points, everything from apple's iPhone 11 pro on Amazon, to the Moto G7 on
Amazon. While it is true that the choice basically depends on The preferred platform (iOS or Android), there is no denying the fact that Verizon's extensive combination of compatible smartphones is something for everyone. So if you have a big red customer planning to get a new device, this
curated list of Verizon's best phones is exactly what you need. What We Like Unbeatable performance Premium glass &amp; stainless steel construction What We Don't Like Having the perfect blend of top-tier hardware and amazing software, Apple's iPhone 11 Pro is hands down the best
iOS-running smartphone you can get for Verizon's network. It's driven by Apple's A13 Bionic SoC, which comes with a third-generation neural engine and uses advanced technologies such as machine learning accelerators to deliver everyday fast blazing performance that no other mobile
device can match. Sporting with a resolution of 1125x2436 pixels and a pixel density of 458ppi, the smartphone's 5.8-inch Super Retina XDR screen is a look-up display. The OLED panel features deep black levels and improved contrast ratios, as well as supports high dynamic range
(HDR) content and DCI-P3 gamut wide color. To connect, there are 802.11ax Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 5.0, GPS, NFC, and Gigabit LTE included in the mix. As far as the cameras are concerned, the iPhone 11 Pro has an incredible three rear lens camera system with a 12MP wide angle sensor,
another ultra-wide 12MP module, and a third 12MP telephoto unit. This is mostly complemented by features such as dual optical image stabilization (OIS), smart HDR, portrait lighting, night mode, and 4K video recording (with goodies such as audio zoom and cinematic fixation) up to 60fps.
The front-ahead 12MP TrueDepth camera - which makes face ID work its magic - also supports features like Portrait Mode, Animoji &amp; Memoji, and 4K video recordings at up to 60fps. Among other highlights could be wireless charging, Apple Pay support, and IP68 certification to
increase water and dust resistance. What we'd like is a great price for the great performance of two cool cameras and the excellent battery life night mode what we don't like the No 2x optical zoom camera you don't have to suffer from the fear of missing if you opt for apple's standard iPhone
11, as it is the same bionic A13 processor, the same 4GB RAM, and all of your more expensive iOS pro-brand peer features. The nervous motor learning machine on the A13 powers some very cool photography features, too, such as night mode and deep fusion, which make your photos
shine just about any lighting situation. Our test was delighted to find a dual camera system employing wide and ultra wide angle lenses that allow you to capture large groups and scenery without having to walk long away. The TrueDepth front camera has also achieved an upgrade to 12
megapixels in addition to a slightly wider field of view - perfect for group selfies. While you don't get the fourth telephoto lens that higher end models offer, the three cameras the iPhone 11 does are the same with them Found on professional models. The only grip is its LCD screen. Instead
of OLED, Apple equipped the iPhone 11 with a 6.1-inch, 326-ppi retina-liquid display featuring a wide-ranging color gamut and apple's actual tone color accuracy. The iPhone 11 also has an incredible battery life, allowing for 17 hours of video playback on a charge. This Performance gave
me the confidence to do everything from editing 4K video to playing graphically intense video games like PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds and Asphalt 9: Legends. This is the beauty of a $699 iPhone 11: All the raw power without the expense. — Lance Ulanoff, Editor-in-Chief, Lifewire.com
What We Like Fantastic display Reverse wireless charging What We Don't Like Crammed with more features than you can shake a stick at, Samsung's Galaxy S20 5G is one of the finest Android-based smartphones out there. Under the hood, it includes Snapdragon 865 Snapdragon
Qualcomm with 8 GB of RAM and 128 GB of CPU storage. With a resolution of 1440x3200 pixels and a pixel density of 566ppi, the 6.2-inch amoled dynamic smartphone display looks stunning. The panel also supports always-in-capability and standard HDR10+, and its 120Hz refresh rate -
though limited to full HD resolution - makes interacting with elements on the screen a pleasure. In terms of connectivity options, everything from Wi-Fi 802.11ax and Bluetooth 5.0, to GPS and NFC are included. And of course integrated 5G support means you can enjoy an incredibly fast
connection on Verizon's cellular network. The Galaxy S20 5G comes with an advanced three-lens primary camera array, featuring a 12MP wide angle module, another ultra-wide 12MP sensor, and a 64MP telephoto lens. It has features such as 3x hybrid optical zoom, single-take AI (which
allows you to capture multiple still/video formats with fauce only), and record 8K video at up to 24fps. The forward camera is a 10MP unit with Auto-HDR support, and can also record 4K videos up to 60fps. Other notable features include a fingerprint sensor under the screen, stereo
speakers with AKG-tuned sound, IP68 certification for better water and dust resistance, and a 4,000mAh battery with both fast and wireless charging capabilities. Featuring everything from a super responsive screen to the latest wireless connection, the Samsung Galaxy S20 5G is easily
the best Android smartphone you can buy today. — Rajat Sharma, author of Technology What We Like Incredible AMOLED Three Camera Displays Launch what we don't want Spotty on the screen fingerprint sensor jumping the big price of the Galaxy S9 for the Galaxy 10th anniversary,
Samsung really brought big guns. The Galaxy S10 is as powerful as it is beautiful, and even though the last few installments of the brand have been amazing future phones, they somehow managed to step it even further for the S10. The 3040 x 1440 pixels at 6.1 inches four HD + AMOLED
screens gives us arguably the best screen we've ever seen on a smartphone. Further reinforced by the fact that Samsung is practically done away with a bezel including punch holes in the top right corner of the screen rather than the camera going forward. (And if you opt for the S10+
model, that camera turns into a dual lens setup, which features a wide angle lens dedicated for the wider selfie.) The triple rear camera system is remarkable because it sports three different proprietary lenses and sensors, with a 12MP wide angle system that allows you to change the
physical diperator. Our experiment showed that there is a lot of strength under the hood. With 8GB of RAM and 2.73GHz, the Octa-Core processor, this phone can handle it all at impressive speed. The S10 gives you up to 512GB of storage and the S10+ allows you to increase that up to
1TB - a capacity that has not been practically heard on a smartphone even two years ago. Plus, with half a dozen colors to choose from, including stunning white prism and pink flamingo, you get a truly amazing entry into the flagship square. We actually preferred the punch hole design and
found it much less obscure than the notches seen on other phones. -- Andrew Hayward, product testing what we'd like to be expandable to 5G Otto Mod's innovative big screen design for the price of what we don't want the 5G module sold separately is the average Otto Mods processor
expensive good news, Verizon users. With the Motorola Moto Z3, you have access to the first smartphone to promise 5G capabilities thanks to mod 5G handset. Available in early 2019, the Department of Defense will connect to Verizon's 5G millimeter wave network to allow speeds that are
up to ten times faster to what users are currently receiving. Containing your modem, it will also act as a Wi-Fi hotspot and USB-C modem for a pc. While you may have to wait to use the new network, your device is a strong competitor among other mid-priced smartphones. Its Snapdragon
835 processor, 64 GB of storage, and its 3,000mAh battery make it reliable during our testing process, and Otto's actions allow you to navigate - such as twist or crush motion - to launch various apps. The fingerprint sensor has been moved to the right, and although the phone no longer has
a 3.5mm headphone jack, the USB-C dongle provides a wired audio option. Dynamic and bright visuals are thanks to a six-inch, 2160 x 1080 AMOLED display that offers 402 pixels per inch. No other phone in this price range comes close to the quality of the Z3 display. — Brittany Vincent,
product testing what we like very compact &amp; lightweight Apple software supports what we don't like on its face, Apple's iPhone SE (2020) seems to be a history-looking smartphone that doesn't offer, except the fresh interior. But it certainly isn't, because what it really offers is a crazy
value for money that no other smartphone can possibly match. Pushed by the same top shelf as the A13 Bionic SoC that powers the flagship Apple iPhone 11 The new iPhone SE decimates just about every other smartphone out there in terms of raw performance. So whether you're doing
heavy graphics games or juggling between multiple apps, everything runs flawless. Its 4.7-inch Retina HD display - having a resolution of 750x1334 pixels and a pixel density of 326ppi - may not look like much, but it still supports features like Haptic Touch and DCI-P3 Gamut Wide Color.
Being an LCD panel, it also has large viewing angles and leading class color accuracy. The reduced smartphone has no corner in terms of connectivity features either, with everything from Wi-Fi 802.11ax and Bluetooth 5.0, to Gigabit LTE and NFC including processors. For photos &amp;
videos, the iPhone SE (2020) sports a single-lens rear camera system with a 12MP wide angle sensor. However, this is still a very capable shooter that comes with goodies such as portrait lighting, smart HDR, optical image stabilization (OIS), and 4K video recording at up to 60fps. The
7MP forward camera also supports features like QuickTake Video and full-HD video recording at up to 30fps. To secure data and authenticate payments, you'll get a touch ID - which uses a fingerprint sensor built into the home button - and as reliable as ever. Other features worth noting
could be Apple Pay support, stereo speakers, and wireless charging. Ridiculously affordable yet packed with premium features such as wireless charging and industry-leading Mobile SoC, Apple's iPhone SE (2020) is really the largest small phone available there. — Rjet Sharma, author of
Technology What We Like Clean &amp; Bloating Without An Android Edge Active Edge Push Gesture experience supports what we don't like if the camera is the primary decision factor for you when getting a smartphone, look over Google Pixel 4. Powered by Qualcomm's Snapdragon 855
SoC, it comes with 6GB of RAM and 64GB/128GB of internal storage. Up front, there's a 5.7-inch P-OLED display with a resolution of 1080x2280 pixels and a pixel density of about 444ppi. The panel supports both HDR content and always in functionality, with refresh rates able to go up to
90Hz (in accordance with system optimization) for smooth interactions with UI elements. Major connection options include Wi-Fi 802.11ac, Bluetooth 5.0, GPS, NFC, and LTE. You will also get IP68 certification to increase water and dust resistance, as well as dual SIM cards (one nano SIM
card &amp; one eSIM) support. Just like all of its predecessors, the Pixel 4 has outstanding photographic chops. The launch of the smartphone's dual-lens rear camera - with a 12.2MP wide angle sensor and a 16MP telephoto unit - includes features such as portrait mode, night vision, a
new astrophthography photography mode (which allows you to capture breathtaking photos of celestial objects such as the Milky Way), and 4K video recordings of up to 30fps. The 8MP forward camera can also record full HD videos up to 30fps, and it's flanked by a motion sense sensor
that allows you to control without even touching it . Other notable additions include stereo speakers, face openings, and a 2,800mAh battery with wireless charging support. What we like is extensive video editing features great battery life what we don't like smartphones with big screens not
only ideal for content consumption (as like watching movies and TV shows), they also work great for productivity-related scenarios (as such as splitting multitasking screens). If that's what you want, the Samsung Galaxy Note10+ 5G is for you. The fibelt power is Qualcomm's flagship
Snapdragon 855 SoC, along with 12GB of RAM and 256GB of CPU storage. If that's not enough, there's also a dedicated expansion slot with support for microSD cards up to 1TB in size. AMOLED's massive 6.8-inch dynamic smartphone display covers almost all of its front panels, thanks
to minimal side bezels. With a resolution of 1440x3040 pixels and a pixel density of about 498ppi, this panel also supports the Always In feature and the HDR10+ standard. Apart from built-in 5G (suitable for Verizon's high-speed cellular network), Wi-Fi 802.11ax, Bluetooth 5.0, NFC, and
USB Type C are included as primary connectivity options. The new S-Pen is better than ever, having features like an integrated battery, Bluetooth connectivity, and aerial actions that can be used to control smartphones using hand gestures. The four-lens galaxy Note10+ 5G primary camera
array includes a 12MP wide angle sensor, another 12MP telephoto module, an ultra-wide 16MP unit, and a 0.3MP unit to capture depth information. By supporting features like Dual Alter and Scene Optimizer, it allows you to shoot some really fabulous photos. Not only that, you can record
gorgeous 4K videos at up to 60fps and edit them directly on a smartphone. The 10MP forward camera also supports 4K to 30fps video recording. Some of the other highlights include AKG-adjusted stereo speakers, a sub-screen fingerprint sensor, reverse wireless charging, and a
4,300mAh battery. What we like is the ultimate durability key programmable function what we have a medium hardware profile with proustized camera lenses and a wafer-thin body made of glass, most smartphones today just have a random drop away from going hood. Luckily, with
Kyocera's DuraForce Pro 2, you have nothing to worry about. Compatible with the U.S. Army's MIL-STD-810G standard, this rugged smartphone can survive even the toughest terms of use without breaking a sweat. It is surrounded by a durable outer shell, while the screen - a 5-inch TFT
IPS panel having a resolution of 1080x1920 pixels and a pixel density of 441ppi - is protected by a layer of impact-resistant sapphire glass shields. Powered by Qualcomm's Snapdragon 630 SoC, the smartphone includes 4 GB of RAM and 64 GB of CPU storage, in addition to a dedicated
expansion slot that can take microSD cards up to 512 GB. As far as major connection options go, Get Wi-Fi 802.11ac, Bluetooth 5.0, GPS, 3.5mm audio, and USB Type C. Boasting a unique dual rear camera system lens, DuraForce Pro 2 comes with a 13MP sensor and another ultra-wide
8MP module that is used exclusively to record 4K action videos. There are a variety of shooting modes to choose from (such as underwater, select scene), and both cameras are protected with sapphire-listed bumper glass. There is also a 5MP forward camera for selfies and video calls.
Because it is designed to be used in high-rise environments (as such as construction sites), the smartphone has an advanced echo and noise cancellation system that uses four microphones to enhance audio quality. Other notable features include a side-mounted fingerprint sensor, stereo
speakers, and a 3240mAh battery with wireless charging support. It may be the latest hardware specs or gorgeous features like a bezel-free screen, but Kyocera's DuraForce Pro 2 is an all-weather smartphone that can withstand just about anything you throw at it. - Rett Sharma, author of
Ultimate Verdict Technology perhaps the best thing about Verizon's extensive combination of smartphones is that customers have no gaps of options, regardless of the software platform (iOS or Android) they prefer. For those who prefer the security and convenience of Apple's ecosystem,
the iPhone 11 Pro is an easy recommendation. The top-tier iPhone offers everything from Pro-Grade camera performance to seamless hardware software integration, all-in-one packages that are both premium and powerful. On the other hand, those who love google's open nature are
supposed to love the Galaxy S20 5G. As Samsung's latest flagship, it includes a load boat of features such as 5G connectivity, and reverse wireless charging. To test Verizon phones (and all smartphones in general), our expert reviewers and testers use different methods. Firstly, we look at
the design, weight, and portability, to see how easy it is to have a phone to mulberry around. If a phone is foldable, we can consider that feature both portable and productivity. We also evaluate screen size and clarity with a view to video streaming, looking at images, and multitasking.
Sound plays an important role in determining multimedia quality, but we also make phone calls to assess call quality and noise cancellation. To test the quality of the camera, we do a comparative kick with a similar phone. We take the same setting and environment with each phone side by
side, then compare and contrast images on a separate monitor. For objective performance measures, we use common tests like Geekbench, PCMark, and 3DMark, as well as try to download some demanding games to see if it can handle it. We use Ookla Speedtest to measure
connectivity on both Wi-Fi and mobile data. To test battery life, we stream video at maximum brightness to measure running time, along with general use over the course of a day. Finally, we look at the value proposition and To see how the phone stacks against competitors in the same
price range. Most of the phones we test are purchased by us; sometimes newer releases are provided by a manufacturer, but it has no bearing on the objectivity of our assessment. Jet Sharma has been in technology journalism for more than six years and has tested and examined
hundreds of smartphones (among other gadgets) throughout his career. Prior to joining Lifewire, he worked as a senior writer/technology editor with The Times Group and Xie Limited Entertainment Companies, two of India's largest media houses. Lance Ulanov is a 30-plus-year industry
veteran and award-winning journalist who has covered technology since PCs were the size of suitcases and on-line meant waiting. Lance previously served as a media columnist, editor of Mishbel and editor of PCMag.com. Brittany Vincent writes for several publications including Complex,
IGN, Tom's Hardware, CNN Underscored, Mic, Mashable, GamesRadar, Destructoid, Kotaku, and GameSpot. He also gained experience working with PR representatives to build relationships and obtain review products for his work. Andrew Hayward is a Chicago-based writer who has
been covering technology and video games since 2006. His areas of expertise include smartphones, wearable gadgets, smart home devices, video games, and esports. Jeremy Lawconen attributed his success in writing to past experiences that taught him the importance of breaking
complex technical subjects in understandable ways. As a technology writer for business publications and Lifewire, he has struggled to do so only for readers at all levels of technology. Apple vs. Android – The first decision you'll most likely make when choosing a smartphone is whether you
want an iOS or Android device or not. While iOS smartphones are generally more popular, there are many more Android options; The highest end of this is more advanced than Apple's offering. Cameras - Most of us ditch traditional point and shoot cameras in favor of the ones on our
smartphones. If you're going to use your phone's camera often, it's important to make sure that the model you choose has one that is capable of taking great photos. Some phones even allow you to shoot 4K video. Durability - many glass phones on both front and back, which look gorgeous
but also more fragile; A simple drop can leave you stuck with an expensive repair bill. If you're fairly prone to accidents, or would like to carry a phone without item, it's worth considering durability before you buy. Buy.
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